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What if you thought you had everything figured out, but you were totally wrong?Welcome to My
Life at the Bottom of the Food Chain, Part One of Alexander Adventures. At Wickshire Middle
School, there’s one kid that’s always on the lookout, always looking over his shoulder, and
always worried about what might be lurking around the corner. It doesn’t matter that there’s
never anything there… there could be!The way Alexander sees it, he’s a little fish in an ocean of
sharks. He won’t sit where he thinks bullies sit or go down halls where he thinks bullies walk.
He’s sure he can spot them from a mile away.But now, he can’t hide. Melvin wants to talk to him
after school, and Alexander is 100% sure that “talk” doesn’t mean talk. He’s convinced that an
evil bully plot is unfolding, and it’s up to him to stop it. He decides to take action and stand up for
what’s right…but what if he’s wrong?If you like Diary of a Wimpy Kid, or Middle School: The
Worst Years of My Life, then My Life at the Bottom of the Food Chain is for you. Meet Alexander
and his friends, and discover why one reader said, “you feel as though they’re your best friends.”
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Chapter oneThe Bottom of the Food ChainThe big fish ate the smaller fish.The smaller fish ate
the even smaller fish.Finally, they ate Alexander.If school were a sea of predators searching for
prey, Alexander was at the bottom of the food chain.But he was okay with that. Even small fish
got away...if they were smart.Alexander tapped on the BullyTrack icon on his smartphone. The
program instantly opened to a graphic of a clenched fist. He smiled to himself. He was pretty
sure he was the only kid in his middle school to actually create a smartphone application. He
didn’t even have to be a computer geek or anything—he was just really, really motivated.He was
proud of BullyTrack. He thought of himself as nothing less than a pro—no bully could touch him.
He knew how they felt, acted, and where they went. With BullyTrack, other kids could learn from
his experience and avoid bullies like he did every day. He viewed the application as a public
service.BullyTrack had all kinds of cool features. One of his favorites was GeoBully. A kid could
enter a location, like “School Gate,” and find out in advance about all the lurking dangers that
might be there.A School Gate is like a shooting gallery, that particular entry read. Keep moving,
or you’ll be an easy target.There were two gates at his school, east and north, and Alexander
knew, minute by minute, what happened at each one.Your timing is everything, he advised in
BullyTrack. Imagine if you got pantsed right at the start of the day, or tripped and had your
backpack spilled across the ground while everyone was passing by. They would be talking about
you all semester, and then more people would want in on the action. If you think that some
teacher is going to stop it, think again. Bullies work in packs, and they are masters of distraction.
One could talk to that teacher and hog his attention, while another wedgies you and hangs you
at the top of the gate.“Alexander?”Was someone calling him? They sounded far away.GeoBully
had interactive drawings, so kids could spot the dangers themselves. For example, tap on a
chain-link fence, and a kid appeared in a hanging wedgie. Alexander always made a point of



staying a safe distance away from most fences, just in case somebody was
tempted.“Alexander?”Another voice—was it Darrell?Alexander tapped back to the main
screen.“Oh, Allllexanderrrrr?”Alexander looked up to find Anthony staring right at him, singing
his name.Vladimir, who almost always spoke quietly, screamed right in his face, “Hey, Alex!” and
cracked himself up, laughing like a maniac.“What?” Alexander asked, more than a little annoyed.
He realized that all three of his friends were looking at him funny. When they didn’t say anything,
he asked again, “What do you want?”Darrell moved his wheelchair in a half-circle around
Alexander, sitting on the ground eating his lunch with Anthony and Vladimir. “Were you just
ignoring us, or did you really not hear us at all?”Alexander explained (for what he thought must
have been the millionth time), “I was concentrating.”“You were trancing out,” Darrell
said.Alexander looked past his friends across the “quad,” the school’s outdoor lunch area, just to
make sure there wasn’t anything fishy going on.“There he goes again,” he heard Darrell say.“Hey,
we’re right here, Alexander,” Vladimir said, waving his massive hand in front of his face. “Not over
there.”Anthony tried to follow Alexander’s gaze. “What do you see?”“Right now, the coast is
clear,” Alexander whispered with authority.Anthony nodded his head in solemn agreement.Even
though the quad was a sea of lunch tables, they always ate lunch at the far west edge, sitting on
the ground against a brick retaining wall. In Alexander’s opinion, a table simply wasn’t an option.
They were only four people, after all—they couldn’t fill up a table all by themselves. Others might
be tempted to come over with all the empty space they had left. Then, in no time at
all, those people would bring over more of their friends, and Alexander would end up with beans
dumped on his head.All things considered, Alexander thought of their lunch spot as the perfect
solution. He always tried to live by the BullyTrack motto: Stay Invisible. Stay Safe.For reasons he
didn’t entirely understand, Alexander’s friends had trouble following his simple rules. They were,
he thought, constantly tempting fate.He looked over at Darrell, happily enjoying the only thing he
ever had for lunch: a cucumber sandwich. Darrell saw Alexander looking at him and raised his
eyebrows. “What?”“You really should eat something less weird,” Alexander said.Darrell paused
just as he was about to take another bite. “You’re not the one eating it.”“But it’s weird. People
might look.”“They must be pretty bored if they care about my sandwich,” Darrell said. He
laughed, then bit into his sandwich again.Alexander didn’t smile. “It’s not funny, trust me. Every
action has a consequence.”Darrell’s eyes narrowed, and his head tilted a little in what Alexander
thought of as his Are you kidding me? expression. He defiantly took another bite, his gaze
locked on Alexander all the while.Despite his friend’s resistance, Alexander tried to lead by
example. His own lunch was always a plain baloney sandwich. Condiments—mustard especially
—could drip out of a sandwich and onto clothes or even leave a smear on his face. That would
give people an instant reason to make him a target.It was right there in BullyTrack: Condiments
are not your friends.Anthony never ate anything, but he stood in the snack line each day and
bought a soft drink, needlessly chatting with all kinds of random people. Anthony was way too
social for his own good.Vladimir was the worst of all. He disappeared inside the lunchroom (a
place Alexander had never been) every day, emerging with a hot lunch that looked less edible



than his own baloney sandwich. Alexander had never eaten a hot lunch in his entire year and a
half at middle school. Aside from the unknown risks inside the lunchroom, he could easily
imagine walking between tables with a tray full of food, then being tripped and falling face-first
into the saucy mess amidst jeering laughter.Vladimir didn’t have to worry about those things,
though. He was, by far, the tallest kid in school—and not the thin, fragile kind of tall, either. He
was built like a football player without even being one. Nobody would dare touch him.On the
other hand, Alexander was one of the shortest kids in school. So he had to take precautions. A
baloney sandwich might not be the tastiest lunch, but he was sure it was the safest.Vladimir
adjusted his tray, which rested uneasily on his lap. For a moment, Alexander worried that it might
tilt, dumping its contents to the ground. It stayed steady, though, and he breathed a secret sigh
of relief.He checked the time on his phone. Right on schedule, six kids, all dressed in solid black,
got up from their table on the left side of the quad and began to move silently and slowly across
to the west side. He couldn’t be sure, but it was almost as if they were trying to call attention to
themselves.“What do you see?” Anthony asked breathlessly, noticing Alexander’s sudden
change in attitude.“The goths,” Alexander answered.Leading the pack with steely determination
was the only girl goth: Ellen.Ellen checked out the west side tables, finally leading the pack to a
nearly empty table occupied by two sixth-grade girls. The goths sat down, and the girls, startled
by their new tablemates, immediately picked up their trays and scurried away.The goths didn’t
even notice.Alexander opened up BullyTrack and tapped in the start and end times for the goth’s
cross-quad walk, updating a database he’d been keeping on them since the beginning of the
semester.The lunch bell rang. Alexander put away his smartphone and got up with Vladimir.
They both had science class next, and Vladimir—whether he knew it or not—was Alexander’s
survival insurance.If you have a friend, use him, BullyTrack advised.In BullyTrack, Alexander
ranked classes for their bullying danger. At the top of the list, of course, was P.E. Second on the
list was science.Alexander’s science teacher was Mr. Shek, whose wild, shaggy gray hair made
him look like a mad scientist. Alexander could barely look at him without getting distracted.The
real problem wasn’t with Shek, though. Science class itself meant one thing: danger. After all,
chemistry was involved, and there were also experiments that might include all kinds of live
animals (or worse, recently dead carcasses). He had a nightmare the very first week of school
that somebody put a load of dirt and live insects down his pants. It had felt so real that he
jumped out of bed.Alexander claimed a seat that was way off in the back corner, far away from
the big windows that lined one side of the classroom. From there, he could observe the entire
class. If anything crawly or messy came his way, he’d see it.Everyone sat in pairs behind tables,
where they would do experiments together. He made sure Vladimir took the chair right next to
him.He leaned his notebook against his thick math textbook, tilting it up so he wouldn’t have to
look straight down at his desk and miss what might be going on around him.It was a pretty good
setup. After all, he was a pro.He felt untouchable.He was wrong.“We’re going to mix things up a
bit,” Shek announced as the bell rang. “Grab your books and stand against the wall.”Everyone
groaned, and chairs scraped against the floor as they got up.Alexander took his backpack with a



feeling of dread and stood next to Vladimir. He tried not to look startled when Ellen, the goth
leader, stood on his other side. He took a tiny step toward Vladimir, so he wouldn’t accidentally
touch her. He had a whole section in BullyTrack about not touching anyone, especially
girls.Especially girls like Ellen.He knew many things, but he had no idea what might set them
off.Shek looked at his students, pondering them while running his hand through his crazy hair. “I
don’t think you learn as much if you get too comfortable,” he announced.Alexander didn’t like the
sound of that. There was nothing wrong with being comfortable.“I’m changing the seating chart,”
Shek said. “You’re not only going to change your seats; you’re changing your team
partners.”Shocked, Alexander looked up at Vladimir. “Did he say what I think he
said?”“Alexander!” Shek had heard him and pointed to the table in the first row, right in front of
his desk. “Thank you for volunteering. You can take a seat right there.”Alexander felt his face
redden with humiliation at being called out. He walked over to his new seat and sat down. He
could feel everyone looking at him. Not only was he in the first row, but he was also facing the
teacher’s desk, with the whole classroom behind him. He could imagine getting spitballs or
something worse in his hair.He should have kept his mouth shut. He could kick himself for
making such a stupid mistake.“Paul! Sit next to Alexander.”Paul? Alexander’s stomach flipped.
He stared straight ahead at Shek’s half-empty coffee cup, perched on the edge of his desk. He
was determined not to make eye contact as his new deskmate sat down.He didn’t have to look
to see who it was. There was only one Paul in the class—and it was the one Paul he’d already
listed in BullyTrack.It was as if a wolf had sat down with a chicken. Or a lion with a tasty
zebra.And Alexander was the zebra.

Chapter twoI Need Your Phone Number As everyone else took their seats, Alexander looked
over his shoulder. Despite all the changes in the classroom, Vladimir was still toward the back,
close to where they had been sitting before.Completely unfair.Shek droned on, but Alexander
didn’t pay attention to a single word he was saying. Instead, he considered his options. He could
just raise his hand and ask for another deskmate, but he figured the chances of Shek agreeing
to that were nonexistent. On the other hand, maybe Paul would want to change his seat, too, and
they could approach Shek together.He abandoned that idea right away—it would
require talking to Paul.There was, of course, the Vladimir Option.Vladimir’s new deskmate was a
frizzy-haired kid that had started science class—and school—a week late. Alexander still didn’t
know his name. He thought he could convince Vladimir to get into a big argument with Frizzy, so
Shek would have to agree to let them split up. If that happened, Alexander could volunteer to
switch seats with Frizzy, who would then become Paul’s new partner. Then, Alexander would be
back with Vladimir, and everything would be normal again.He jumped when the bell finally rang.
Usually, he’d be out the door before the bell stopped ringing, but this time, Paul blocked his
way.“I need your phone number,” Paul said.This is how it starts.Alexander took a deep breath.He
looked Paul straight in the eye. There was some kind of “Rule of the Wild,” but he couldn’t
remember what it was, exactly. Was he supposed to look a predator in the eye or never look a



predator in the eye?When Alexander didn’t say something right away, Paul’s eyes narrowed in
suspicion, and he repeated impatiently, “I need your phone number. And your email.”Alexander
knew he had to remain calm. Predators smelled fear.“We’re lab partners,” Paul reminded him as
if he didn’t know.He thought about telling Paul that he wouldn’t be his partner for long and not
worry about it, but he decided not to give away his strategy. Alexander carefully reached into his
backpack without saying a word or looking away and pulled out his notebook. He wrote down his
information.He tore off the paper and handed it over, hoping that Paul wasn’t also a cyberbully.
He decided he probably should look into setting up a new email address...and maybe even a
new cell phone number.Paul took the paper but kept staring. “Aren’t you going to ask me for
mine?”Alexander thought he should say no, but instead replied, “Can I have yours?”Paul nodded
at Alexander’s notebook. “You better write it down. You won’t be able to read it if I do.”Alexander
was sure this had to be a trap.Paul just stared at him. “Are you going to memorize it or
something?”Alexander took out his pen and wrote Paul’s info on the next page of his notebook.
Paul turned to leave, shouted, “Later!” and disappeared out the door.Alexander had never been
so late leaving a class—kids were already showing up for the next period. He dashed out into
the crowded hallway.He never went anywhere in a straight line. It was important to keep
predators guessing. Even walking down a hallway between classes, he’d zigzag from one side to
another. Anyone who might try to follow him wouldn’t get very far at all.After school, he was
usually one of the first kids out the gate, but he never stopped to wait for his friends. It would be
crazy to think that bullies stopped when school did.Alexander also followed a different route
home every day. Today, he walked one block up, one block right, another block left, and then
another left, until he had circled back and ended up a block up on the first street. He settled in to
wait for his friends to catch up. Most days, they wouldn’t see him until they walked by, and he
jumped out from his hiding place and surprised them.This time, he dropped down from a tree,
blocking their path.Darrell looked up at the tree. “Eight. One of your better ones.”Anthony thought
a moment. “I give it an eight point five.”Vladimir also peered at the tree. “That has to be a
thousand feet for somebody like you. I’ll give it a ten.”Alexander pumped his fist. “Yes!” He held
up his hand for a high five from Vladimir, who could only manage an awkward medium five with
his short friend.He was happy with his scores. He knew he had to up his game now, with the
Paul threat looming on the horizon. This was good practice.“Did Vladimir tell you guys about
Shek’s class?” he asked as they resumed their walk home. “We’ve got a problem.”Darrell shook
his head. “We?”“Shek changed our desks,” Vladimir explained wearily. “Alexander and Paul are
lab partners.”Darrell and Anthony looked at each other, simultaneously asking, “Who?”“Paul,”
Alexander said, holding up his phone. “I’ve had him on my BullyTrack list for weeks. He’s number
one.”“Number one?” Anthony asked.“On the PBL—Possible Bully List. It’s a list you keep in
BullyTrack.” He shook his head. “I just don’t know why I didn’t see it coming.”Darrell wasn’t
buying it. “See what coming, exactly?”“He has high scores in every category,” Alexander
explained. “He talks with attitude in his voice, and he wears bully-type clothes.”“Bully-type
clothes,” Darrell repeated.“Yes.” Alexander tapped his phone and read the entry straight from



BullyTrack: “Bullies always wear clothes that are not too tight, but not too baggy, either. They
want to be able to swoop in fast and out again, but also have the room under their clothes to hide
a weapon or stash the loot they steal from their victims.”Satisfied he’d proven his point,
Alexander dropped his phone back in his pocket. “And he has the obvious bully haircut.” He ran
his fingers through his hair, sure that the gesture would explain what he was thinking.“Bully
haircut?” Darrell looked in disbelief at Anthony and then Vladimir.Vladimir pointed at Alexander’s
hair. “Well, your hair always looks like you just woke up—what do you call that?”Alexander
ignored the joke. “Do you know why his hair goes down over his eyes? It’s so you can’t see
where he’s looking.”Vladimir fingered his own hair, pulling it down over his eyes and quietly
observing, “Mine does the same thing.”
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Ebook Library Reader, “Relive Middle School from the safety of the other side of this book. It's
funny how all the things that terrified you and stressed you out during Jr. High School aren't such
a big deal in retrospect. You wish you call talk to the 13-year-old "you" and tell him to chill out.
This book sort of allows you to do that. Everything that scares Alexander (Food Chain's main
character) can be seen simultaneously through his eyes and your own. That's what makes this
book such a fun read. That, and all the machinations he goes through to protect himself from
the myriad threats posed by the school's dreaded Bullies. The lengths he goes to in defining
and outwitting the enemy may be overkill to everyone else, but if you remember being that age,
you'll recognize and kind of respect the level of detail in his bully avoidance plan.This is one of
those books that may be aimed at a young adult reader, but will be a guilty pleasure for an
"older" adult reader who's in the mood for a trip down memory lane.Highly recommend!!!”

J. Shaw, “Fantastic!!. This is an excellent story about fear, and facing it down. This is a well
crafted tale of Alexander , a middle school kid who takes his fear to such a level that he is
disconnected from reality in his neurotic world. With the help of his friends, he faces his worst
fears in school and discovers nothing to fear but fear itself. A fine first novel from Rich Samuels.
Believable characters and dialogue held my interest all the way through.”

Debbie, “Perfect book for my son!. My son LOVED the book and thought Alexander was
hilarious. Page after page, he couldn't stop laughing and asked for Part 2 even before he finished
the first book! He's not a boy that usually likes to read, so this is huge for me!”

Lynn Flink, “Transports you right back into school. Fun read that transports you back into the
angst of being a teen and going to school. I think this is a fresh look at the issue of bullying in a
story that is both sweet and yet still rings true.”

indieBRAG, “B.R.A.G. Medallion Honoree. We are proud to announce that MY LIFE AT THE
BOTTOM OF THE FOOD CHAIN by Rich Samuels is a B.R.A.G.Medallion Honoree. This tells a
reader that this book is well worth their time and money!”

G. Larson, “Very fun read!. Even if you never suffered bullying in school, the voices in this book
will sound familiar. I loved following Alexander's logic and thought processes as he worked
through a major emotional growth spurt. The author is obviously very fond of his protagonist and
by the end of the first chapter, so is the reader. You'll giggle out loud, cringe a little and end up
smiling at the end of the book.  I certainly did.”

K. R. Goldstein, “A Bully-Proof Life. Alexander knows how to protect himself. Perhaps a little too
well. Any kid (or any former kid) who was not a member of the right clique, not in with the jocks or



the cool kids, or even worse, definitely one of the geeks, knows where Alexander is coming from.
He's at the bottom of the middle school food chain, and danger is all around.My Life at the
Bottom of the Food Chain is Alexander's story. He's proud of the fact that he's never been
pantsed at school, and credits his own study of the behavior of bullies for that accomplishment.
He has also created a smartphone app, BullyTrack, so that others can learn from his research
and avoid wedgies themselves. His friends, of course, think he's crazy.The action of the book
revolves around a couple of small disruptions in his perfectly structured, bully-proofed world.
First, one of his teachers seats him next to a suspected bully for science lab, then another
potential enemy (at least, he fits the profile in BullyTrack) says he wants to "talk" to Alexander
after school.Could it all be an elaborate plot to destroy Alexander, with even the teachers getting
in on it? Or, could Alexander be taking it all just a bit too far?First time author, Rich Samuels,
beautifully draws us into Alexander's world and fills it with the kind of detail that paints a
complete and compelling picture with us in the middle. The story moves fast, and makes for a
good and entertaining read.The book is written with middle-school boys in mind as the
audience, but even those of us who are well past middle school can enjoy My Life at the Bottom
of the Food Chain as a light diversion that stirs up the memories.”

AV, “The book's strongest points are that it has great pacing and a unique point of view and
wry .... The book's strongest points are that it has great pacing and a unique point of view and
wry sense of humor. And a pretty good payoff at the end. Some of the characters work, and
Alexander's friends form a cute little nerdy network, but I think Alexander's wheelchair friend
Darrell and the teacher Mr. Garcia could have been better drawn with more layers, and these
could have actually offered some real help or advice to the misguided Alexander earlier on. As it
was, you had to wait more than a hundred pages for any payoff, though it was a good payoff. I
think the book could have provided more facets on a realistic way to deal with the very real issue
of bullying, by offering other options than Alexander's own delusional way. (and you kept
wondering why he was so delusional, since no bullying was present throughout the book. Kids
don't just get that paranoid for nothing. What HAPPENED to him? His parents could have been
characters that provided some insight - they were nice, but provided no insights) So there is no
character through one hundred plus pages of the book that provides a reality check for him until
the very end at 140-something pages. I think Darrell as a wheelchair kid (probably in any real life
situation would know some bullying) could have provided some real heartfelt moments on better
ways to deal with it, and could have provided a good counterpoint if it turned out he really was
bullied and Alexander wasn't, and Mr. Garcia the teacher could have been more sympathetic
early on, trying to find out what was making this weird kid tick, instead of being so unsympathetic
for a teacher. I just think the book lost some opportunities to provide more facets on dealing with
bullying. But it was entertaining.”

Heys Wolfenden, “A good, well-written Children's book. This is a good, very well-written book



with some interesting characters - Alexander in particular is very likeable. I particularly liked all
the stuff about the Bullytrack app - very now - as well as the author's subtle use of irony at the
end.”

The book by Rich Samuels has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 11 people have provided feedback.
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